
The First Light collection is a reflection of magic mornings spent in India. 
Before diving into a chaotic day of sampling with our artisans, we seek 

inspiration in the early hours.

Bathed in golden light, the gentle sound of morning activity hums as we 
make our way through the waking city. Surrounded by intricately carved 

walls of sleepy Mughal palaces and marigolds bursting from vintage saris 
at the local flower market. First Light is designed to transport the quiet 

beauty of these luminous hours into the home.
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CUSH22.029
Aswan Golden 14x22” $51.87

CUSH19.118
Hampi Musk 12x18” $49.77

CUSH22.025
Geneva Golden 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.026
Java Golden 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.024
Trellis Golden 20x20” $56.28

CUSH21.149
Akola Musk 22x22” $62.69



CUSH20.079
Uzes Emerald 12x18” $49.77

CUSH22.071
Lodhi Emerald 14x22” $51.87

CUSH22.055
Shanghai Fresh Azure 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.051
Avignon Azure 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.053
Paisley Azure 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.066
Zambia Emerald 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.065
Condesa Emerald 22x22” $62.69

CUSH21.034
Koshi Azure 20x20” $56.28



CUSH22.056
Tangier Fresh Azure 14x22” $51.87

CUSH22.072
Firenze Emerald 14x22” $51.87

CUSH22.069
Naples Emerald 20x20” $56.28

CUSH21.082
Kumo Fresh Azure 20x20” $56.28

CUSH21.023
Chintz Emerald 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.068
Paisley Emerald 20x20” $56.28

CUSH21.114
Akola Azure 22x22” $62.69

CUSH22.070
Aswan Emerald 20x20” $56.28



CUSH22.045
Uluwatu Tobacco 14x22” $51.87

CUSH22.057
Balos Azure 14x22” $51.87

CUSH22.048
Almeria Azure 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.077
Cirali Tobacco 20x20” $56.28

CUSH19.100
Kumo Tobacco 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.052
Aswan Azure 20x20” $56.28

CUSH20.095
Jaisalmer Denim 22x22” $62.69

CUSH22.049
Collioure Azure 20x20” $56.28



CUSH22.046
Firenze Tobacco 12x18” $49.77

CUSH22.058
Bengal Azure 12x18” $49.77

CUSH22.080
St Tropez Azure 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.050
Zambia Azure 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.028
Capri Tobacco 22x22” $62.69

CUSH22.043
Paisley Tobacco 20x20” $56.28

CUSH22.042
Scopello Tobacco 22x22” $62.69

CUSH22.047
Shanghai Azure 22x22” $62.69



TBLE20.007
Luxor Saffron Tablecloth 

150cm x 280cm $68

TBLE22.001
Naples Sahara Napkins

(Set of 4) $24.78

TBLE22.003
Marbella Sahara Napkins

(Set of 4) $24.78



TBLE22.005
Palermo Azure Napkins

(Set of 4) $24.78

TBLE22.006
Palermo Golden Napkins

(Set of 4) $24.78

TBLE22.002
Naples Golden Napkins

(Set of 4) $24.78



T E R M S  A N D  C O N D I T I O N S
ORDERS

Minimum spend is $500, excluding freight. 

New customers will be requested to provide appropriate 

documentation.

Trade pricing is extended to architects and designers.

PRICING

Prices are subject to change without notice. 

Pillow prices do not include the insert.

Prices listed are in USD.

MINIMUMS

The following minimums apply to all wholesale orders:

  - 1 unit per SKU: Rectangular cushions, tablecloths and quilts

  - 2 units per SKU: Square cushions and napkin sets

PAYMENT TERMS

Walter G requires a 20% deposit payment to place the order - 

this is non-refundable. Balance payment is required 1 week prior 

to shipping. Customer will be contacted via email at this time to 

make balance payment. 

Payment is accepted via credit card (Amex, Mastercard or Visa), 

PayPal or electronic bank transfer. We do not accept company 

checks. Orders with declined credit card will be held for 15 days, 

and contacted for alternate payment. If card doesn’t approve 

within 15 days, and another form of payment is not supplied, 

the order will cancel and the 20% deposit will not be refunded. 

Credit card information is not kept on file, and must be provided 

with each order.

SHIPPING

Cost of goods outlined in catalogue does not include shipping or 

handling charges. 

Shipping costs are billed out at standard rates directly to 

customer. Freight carrier is subject to change without notice.

Routing information must be specified at time order is placed. 

Walter G does not ship C.O.D. and does not Dropship. We are 

not able to accept shipping accounts.

Customers will be notified via email when order is ready to ship. 

All orders will be shipped to address specified by the customer 

at time of ordering. It is the customers’ responsibility to notify 

Walter G if changes are needed to order prior to shipment. 

Failure to do so will incur a 20% restocking fee.

ORDER CANCELLATIONS AND CHANGES

Changes to orders can usually be accommodated before order 

reaches warehouse for fulfilment. If order has been processed, 

order changes cannot be accepted. Order cancellations must be 

in writing, and received prior to shipment. If order is packed to 

ship, the 20% deposit will be kept in place of a restocking fee.

CLAIMS AND RETURNS

All Walter G products are hand printed and all colours are 

mixed by hand. As such, there may be slight variations in size, 

colour, texture and/or finish. These are not considered faults, 

rather signifiers that the product is hand made, authentic and 

unique. Please examine your order upon arrival. Any shipping 

related damage or loss must be claimed by the consignee 

with carrier. All other damages or shortages must be reported, 

with photographic evidence, to Walter G within 7 business 

days of receipt of goods in order for a claim to be honoured. 

For all US customers, we cannot provide replacements for 

damaged items, but will offer credit on future orders or refund 

to original payment form.

Please direct claims/returns/damages queries to: 

orders@walter-g.com.au

EXCLUSIVITY

Walter G aims to cap the number of stockists it carries at 3 

per suburb. Of the 3 stores, each one carries different SKUs. 

This works on a first in best dressed basis, and if a particular 

store does not reorder that SKU within a 6 month period, then 

it goes back up for the taking. This policy aims to protect the 

retailers right to offer something unique to their customers. 

However, stores that spend $2000+ per month are able 

to gain full suburb exclusivity on our entire range. This is 

something we monitor closely to ensure compliance. 

We endeavour to be as transparent as possible with all of our 

retailers by publishing our full list of stockists on our website 

and contacting existing retailers if we are approached by 

another retailer in a nearby area.

TRADE

We offer trade discounts to architects and interior designers. 

Submit enquiry at www.walter-g.com.au/trade-enquiries.

ORDERS + CUSTOMER SERVICE

Phone: +612 8957 2650

Email: orders@walter-g.com.au 

www.walter-g.com

CORPORATE OFFICE

Suite 92, 330 Wattle Street

Ultimo NSW 2007

Australia

AUSTRALIAN textile company, Walter G, fuses both traditional and contemporary design in its hand printed 
fabrics. Established in 2012 by Sydney based friends, Lauren Emerson and Genevieve Hewson, it is founded on 
ethical principles, a passion for textiles and a love of colour and pattern. As designers, they remain committed to 

creating textiles that are luxurious, unique and liveable.


